A Common Data
Environment That’s
Open, Flexible & Secure
Egnyte delivers the only secure
content platform that is purpose-built
for businesses.

Too much rework?

Juggling Several Applications?

Egnyte’s common data environment provides your team with
up-to-the-minute access to drawings, model ﬁles, drone
images and more, eliminating the risk of rework.

Working with a myriad of software programs can create
confusion, ineﬃciencies and gaps in the workﬂow. Solve this
by using integrations to leading construction applications to
increase productivity and make collaboration seamless.

Files too Large?
Many variables can impact WiFi connectivity on site, making it
all but impossible to access and edit large documents. Egnyte
allows you to cache large ﬁles to a storage device in the
trailer, giving you fast ﬁle access and providing background
syncing to the cloud.

Too Much Time in the Trailer?
Time spent oﬀ the ﬁeld can ratchet up the cost of a project
very quickly. Egnyte can address this by allowing tradespeople
to get access to the latest ﬁles on their mobile devices.

Trouble Controlling Who Sees What?

Wary of Data Security?
Provide peace of mind to project owners by protecting their
privacy and valuable IP. Egnyte allows you to ﬁnd sensitive
information on your system, even if it isn’t where you think it
is. Classify your data by project name and/or contract number
and continuously monitor to make sure it doesn’t wind up in
the wrong hands.

Long Closeouts?
Increase eﬃciency and proﬁtability by eliminating data silos
that come from using project management, accounting and
collaboration platforms. By storing the content in a
centralized, fully accessible, and secure cloud solution, you
can get retention funding more quickly.

Ensure that your data security standards are up-to-snuﬀ.
Egnyte oﬀers secure collaboration, auditing, content access
controls, datacenter security, data residency, granular
permissioning, and built-in GDPR compliance to foster
conﬁdence within your organization and with your customers.

Dealing with Leaks to the Competition?
Nightmare scenario: An associate project manager
downloads 500GB of documents related to one of your
biggest projects. Two weeks later, they quit, taking your
valuable information with them. Egnyte can help prevent this
by alerting you to any and all unusual user behaviour, such as
uncommonly large downloads or deletions on your network.

Start your free trial at egnyte.com/construction
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